Abstract-This study proposes mobile services with time constraints in ubiquitous computing environments based on on-demand multichannel broadcasting. For real-time mobile service, the need of mobile service for a real-time database management model is strong and providing real-time response to mobile transaction has became basic strategies in mobile data management. However, the resource constraints of ubiquitous computing systems make it difficult to satisfy timing requirements of supported strategies. This study provides on-line scheduling strategies for mobile data with timing constraint on multichannel broadcasting environments based on on-demand mode. The goal of this study ensures the most requests meeting their deadlines, which differs from previously proposed scheduling algorithms that aim to minimize the mean access time. The study presents a study of the performance of traditional real-time strategies and demonstrates traditional real-time algorithms which do not always perform the best in a mobile environment. The experimental results show the proposed algorithm, called on-demand broadcast program with time constraint (BPTC), outperforms miss rate for data timely delivery to mobile clients.
I. INTRODUCTION
The advances in computer and communication technologies made possible the ubiquitous computing environment were clients equipped with portable devices can send and receive data any time and from any place. Due to the asymmetry in communication and the limit of wireless resources, data broadcast is widely employed as an effective method in delivering data to the mobile clients. For reasons like heterogeneous communication capabilities and variable quality of service offerings, we may need to divide a single wireless channel into multiple physical or logical channels. Thus, we need efficient algorithms for placing the broadcast data into these multiple channels so as to reduce the client access time.
A broadcasting mobile computing system based on ondemand mode consists of a number of mobile and fixed hosts. A fixed host (FH) is connected with each other via fixed high-speed wired network and constitutes the fixed part of the system. A mobile host (MH) is capable of connecting to the fixed network via a wireless link. Some of the fixed hosts, called mobile support stations (MSS), are augmented with a wireless interface to communicate with mobile hosts. The links between mobile computers and the MSSs can change dynamically.
In this study, the proposed method assumes that all fixed hosts act as mobile support stations (MSS). Each MSS has a database server which enforces strict data consistency. Each mobile host is associated with a coordinator MSS that coordinates the operations of the transactions submitted by that mobile host. Transaction execution descriptions are as the followings:
• Mobile host process (MHP): A mobile transaction exists at the generating mobile host.
• Fixed host process (FHP): A fixed transaction exists at the coordinator MSS of the generating host.
• Fixed cohort process (FCP): A process at fixed side deals with the required data between fixed and mobile host during transaction time. Broadcast delivery based on on-demand mode [1] [2] shown as figure 1 has been proposed and proven to be an efficient way of disseminating data to the mobile client population. This is due to the asymmetric nature of wireless communication, i.e., the downlink bandwidth is much higher than the uplink bandwidth. Associated with broadcast delivery is the problem of how to schedule the broadcasting of the requests to minimize the wait time of the clients. The wait time is also referred to as mean data access time, which is the average amount of time from the arrival of a request, to the time that the requested page is broadcast. With broadcasting, the server can satisfy all pending requests on a data item simultaneously, thus, eliminating the potentially very large overhead of data requests, and saving both the wireless bandwidth and a mobile client's battery energy. Another feature is that it greatly increases the scalability of the broadcast system by keeping the server from being swamped with data requests. With the rapid growth of time-constraint information services and business-oriented applications, there is an increasing demand to support quality of service (QoS) in mobile environments. In many situations, user requests are associated with time constraints as a measure of QoS. These constraints can be imposed either by the users or the applications. For example, the timing of buying/selling stocks for a stock holder is very crucial. If the stock information cannot reach a stock holder in time, the information might become useless. For another example, the information about traffic congestion that is caused by a traffic control should also reach a mobile client heading toward this direction timely. If a client receives such information early enough, the client is able to react accordingly to avoid the traffic jam. The value of the information would degrade significantly when the client gets closer to the spot of the control. With data broadcasting approach a broadcast server can serve many mobile clients simultaneously. Therefore, data broadcasting is usually adopted for disseminating data in mobile computing environments. Most of the related current research focuses on a data broadcasting approach, where the transmission of data is done without considering the data items with time constraints.
Service-Provider
In this study, we present an on-line scheduling algorithm to maximize the total number of satisfied users in asymmetric communication environments with time requirements. This is achieved by means of dynamic adaptation of the broadcast program to the needs of the users, taking into account the bandwidth constraints inherent in asymmetric communication environments and the deadline requirements of the user requests. The goal of our research is to study scheduling strategies on mobile data with timing constraints. In such a ubiquitous environment, the goal is to determine how well the scheduling algorithms ensure that the database server does not miss deadlines, instead of minimizing wait time. There are several scheduling algorithms in mobile environments [3] [4] . However, we demonstrate that traditional well-known algorithms do not always perform the best in a mobile environment, such as greedy and dynamic programming. We propose a model of scheduling mobile data with time constraint for a simulation analysis and also propose an efficient scheduling algorithm called scheduling priority of mobile data with time constraint (BPTC).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss related work for real-time strategies and mobile data dissemination. In section 3 we describe our model and propose the BPTC approach. In section 4 we present the experimental results and simulation environment. Finally, we conclude the paper in section 5.
II. RELATED WORK
Scheduling of transactions for real-time databases in a non-mobile environment is studied extensively in [5] . A real-time client/server model is considered in which the server assigns priorities to transactions based on several strategies, including Earliest Deadline First (EDF) and Least Slack (LS) first. As its name implies, for EDF the transaction with the earliest deadline is given the highest priority. For LS, the slack time is defined as:
where d is the deadline, t is the current time, E is the execution time and P is the processor time used thus far. If the slack time is 0  , it means that the transaction can meet its deadline if it executes without interference. The slack time indicates that how long a transaction can be delayed and still meet its deadline. The Least Slack LS differs from EDF because the priority of a transaction depends on the service time it has received. If a transaction is restarted, its priority will change. Simulation results show that the EDF is the best overall policy for real-time database systems in a non-mobile environment. However, when system loads are high, the LS and EDF strategies lose their advantage, even over FCFS, as most transactions are likely to miss their deadlines. For mobile systems, the longest wait first LWF algorithm has been shown to outperform all other strategies at minimizing wait time [6] . In LWF, the sum of the total time that all pending requests for a data item have been waiting is calculated, and the data item with the largest total wait time is chosen to disseminate next. However, LWF has been recognized as expensive to implement. In [7] a strategy, called requests times wait (RxW), is presented for mobile systems that makes scheduling decisions based on the current state of a queue (instead of access probabilities). The RxW algorithm provides an estimate of the LWF algorithm by multiplying the number of pending requests for a data item times the longest request wait time. In general, the performance of the approximate algorithms has been shown to be close to LWF.
There has been some research work to consider disseminating for mobile real-time systems [8] . A transfer protocol for organizing air disks for real-time applications, called Adaptive Information Dispersal Algorithm (AIDA), is presented in [9] . In this work, the data must be disseminated periodically to satisfy the timing constraints. The AIDA protocol considers fault-tolerance and the data items are allocated to the air disks to minimize the impact of intermittent failures by utilizing redundancy. AIDA guarantees a lower bound on the probability of meeting timing constraints. Similar work addressing fault-tolerant real-time air disks appears in [10] . In this work, the authors show that designing strategies for real-time air disks is related to pinwheel scheduling. The authors derived a pinwheel algebra, which utilizes rules that can be used to construct fault-tolerant real-time air disks.
Their works differ from our work because we assume that we schedule all data items with time constraints using adaptive algorithms under limited bandwidth to minimize miss rate. In the air disks model, the server periodically repeats a computed priority program, based on user access patterns. Deadline constraints have been integrated into the priority program in [3] . In order to minimize the total number of deadlines missed by making the most effective use of the available bandwidth, scheduling approach has to focus on critical factors such as access frequency, time constraint, and bandwidth requirements. In [11] , scheduling mechanisms for disseminating data that are to minimize the delay incurred by insufficient channels, but it is reasonable that all clients are satisfied with an expected time to optimize average access time.
III. DISSEMINATING MOBILE DATA WITH TIME CONSTRAINTS
We now describe a framework to support disseminating mobile data with time constraint. In this section, the real-time scheduling problem, system architecture and solving mechanism are introduced.
A. System Architecture
The most common assumption about broadcasting is that there exists a single physical channel for the broadcasted data. There are, though, many scenarios where a server has access to multiple low-bandwidth physical channels which cannot be combined to form a single high-bandwidth channel. Possible reasons for the existence of multiple broadcast channels include application scalability, fault tolerance, reconfiguration of adjoining cells, heterogeneous client communication capabilities, and so forth [12] [13] .
In the following paragraphs, we give example scenarios of the aforementioned reasons.
• Scalability of system: Consider an application running on the server that needs to be scaled in order to support a larger number of clients. In this case, it may need to acquire additional physical channels. If these channels are in noncontiguous frequencies, they may have to be treated as separate channels when broadcasting data.
• Fault tolerance of system: Suppose that a transmitting station can have more than one server with a transmission capability, and let A, B and C be servers which broadcast data in three noncontiguous frequency ranges all in the same cell. If servers B and C crash, then frequencies assigned to them should be allocated to server A.
• Reconfiguration of adjoining cells in mobile environments: Suppose that there are two adjacent cells whose servers transmit in different frequency ranges and, at some point in time, we decide to ‖merge‖ the two cells and use one of the two servers to serve the newly generated cell. Then, the frequency range of the other server should be migrated and added to the residual server. In this case also, the latter server gets multiple physical channels.
• Heterogeneous clients in mobile environments: The mobile clients may have heterogeneous communication capabilities, precluding the existence of a single high-speed transmission channel. There are several concerns related to the exploitation of a multichannel broadcast system. The first consideration is related to the capability of the server to concurrently transmit in all channels; the second is related to the capability of the client to simultaneously listen to multiple channels and also perform instant ‖hopping‖ among channels. Since the interest of this study is to focus on the time-constrained data placement problem, we will make simplifying assumptions, considering that the server is able to concurrently transmit to all channels, and the clients are able to listen simultaneously to all channels and perform instantaneous hopping from channel to channel. Moreover, we do not assume any kind of dependencies between broadcasted data. The two major issues in broadcast dissemination are how and what the server transmits and how the client retrieves.
The particular interests are the solutions that enable the mobile clients to get the disseminated data efficiently, that is, with short access latency and with minimum power expenditure. The former is quantified by the query access time, which is equal to the time elapsed between when the client starts seeking for an item until it gets it. The latter is quantified by the tuning time, which is the time the client spends actively listening to the broadcast channel. The access time is directly related to the size of the broadcast. On the other hand, providing information to the clients for selective auto tuning, that is, indexes, reduces the tuning time. However, including such information increases the overall size of the broadcast, which in turn increases the access time. The trade-off between these two performance measures is obvious. The focus of this study is the time-constrained data placement issues, so we assume that the clients have complete knowledge of the broadcast program. In other words, they know a priori the arrival time and channel of all broadcasted data items. Hence, we are only interested in minimizing the client access time according to access probability of broadcasted data and optimizing miss rate of time constraints for broadcasted data so that we do not assume the existence of index packets in the broadcast.
Though, in order to make the broadcast program ‖predictable,‖ we are interested in placement schemes, which guarantee that the broadcast is cyclic, that is, the schedule has a beginning and an end, and the inter arrival time between successive transmissions of an item is constant for all the broadcast cycles. Under the aforementioned assumptions, the problem addressed by this can be captured by the following definition:
Definition III.1 Given a number of identical broadcast channels and knowledge of the data item probabilities, we have to decide the contents of the multiple channels in order to reduce the average access time.
The descriptions of operation model in the mobile environment are as the following:
• Requests are for single item and assumed to be exponentially distributed. • Client side: Each client can require one data item per request associated with a time constraint. When a client needs a data item, it first tunes in the hot spots to retrieve the contents of program. By the information provided cover area, the client can determine whether he can get the data item from the priority program. If the needed data item is in the priority data set, the client retrieves the desired data item. Otherwise, the client sends a request to the server via the uplink channel, and listens to the other program to retrieve the data pages. 
B. Problem Formulation
Our goal is to disseminate all data items with time constraints over ubiquitous computing environments that minimize the miss rate.
C. Design of Algorithm BPTC
We provide an algorithm to generate a valid priority program so as to minimize miss-rate. If miss-rate is zero, let average access time minimized. We formulate our problem and make appropriate assumptions to make it a resolvable problem as follows.
Let each item contains two attributes: access probability and time constraint. Given a database D with its size || DN  and the number of channels = K , we aim to allocate each item in D into K channels, such that N items are cyclically disseminated in a service area, the miss rate can be written as:
Given an example using above the assumptions, we provide our algorithm (BPTC) based on dynamic programming which deals with optimal solutions [16] . Figure 2 illustrates the original overview according to example 1 without adjustment and exists with miss rate. Figure 3 illustrates the better data distribution and improved result (miss rate = 0) after adjustment by the proposed algorithm (BPTC 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Simulation Environment
In our simulation model, bandwidth is not explicitly modeled. Instead, similar to previous work [7] , we use dissemination tick as a measure of time. The greatest advantage of this approach is that the results are not limited to any particular bandwidth and/or data item size. Rather, it aims to capture the fundamental characteristics of the systems.
The model simulates a one-hop wireless network. All data items are stored in a data server in a fixed location. Mobile clients need to send requests to the server via an uplink back-channel before the requested page can be disseminated. The arrival of requests generated by mobile clients follows a Poisson process and the inter-arrival time is exponential with mean  . Each request has a request id, arrival time and deadline. For each page, a queue is maintained to store the information about requests on the object. We assume the results produced after the deadlines are useless (firm deadlines), so all requests that have missed their deadlines are discarded. Mobile clients are responsible for re-sending requests when link errors occur. We also assume a deadline can capture the mobility of clients who are no longer able to receive the priority program. In our model, since newly generated data requests are sent to the server immediately, the request generating time is equal to the time the server receives it (assuming network delay is ignored). We also ignore the overheads of request processing at the server, because the main purpose of the model is to compare the scheduling power of various strategies. We assume requests generated by mobile clients are read only, and no update request is allowed.
Concurrency control issues are not our main concern, and thus, not considered. At each tick of the simulation clock, the following occurs. A simulated request generator generates requests with exponential interarrival time. The information about each request id , arrival-time and deadline is recorded. The request is then inserted to the corresponding queue. The server checks the deadlines of all the arrived requests, and discards those requests that have missed their deadlines. Then the server selects a page to disseminate by applying a scheduling strategy and starts to disseminate the selected page. All requests requesting the page are satisfied when the disseminated program is finished. A client can request multiple pages and a page can be requested by multiple mobile clients at a time. We assume that data demand probabilities i p follow the Zipf [17] Figure 2 shows the results of our simulation comparing the BPTC strategy to the other strategies for uniformly distributed deadlines. 
B. Simulation Parameters
We compare the BPTC approach with the algorithms described in Section 2: EDF, LSF, RxW, and LWF. Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of miss rate with the comparison from the aforementioned approach and the proposed method (BPTC). We only choose the scheduling algorithms to compare the results since we believe these scheduling algorithms better adapt to the dynamic changes of the intensity and distribution of system workloads. Figure 5 illustrates the comparison of miss number when the client number is increased and figure 6 illustrates the comparison of miss number when the channel number is varied. The scheduling (access probabilities, dissemination histories, etc.) off-line algorithms are not considered due to the fact that they are mainly for fairly stable systems. We implement the simulation model described in the previous section using C++. In each experiment, we run the simulation for 500 time units, and we use an average of 20 runs of each simulation as the final result. The Parameters used in this simulation are summarized in table 1. The default total number of data pages stored in the server, referred to as DBSIZE, is 100 pages. Client requests reach the system with exponential inter-arrival time with mean  , and  is varied in our simulation from 2 -60. It is assumed that each data request requires 1 delivery tick to disseminate.
An open system model is used to simulate the system for extremely large, highly dynamic populations. Data access follows a skewed Zipf distribution with parameter  to control the skew. The minimum slack time is 10, with the maximum slack time ranging from 20 to 300. This variation in maximum slack time allows us to vary the tightness in the deadlines. In addition to a uniform distribution of deadlines, an exponential distribution is utilized with lambda ranging from 10 to 300. After doing a large number of experiments with various factors that affect the performance, we come up with an overall performance comparison between the previous algorithms and our scheduling algorithm BPTC in table 2. We grade the level of performance from 1 to 5. The higher the degree is, the better the performance is. On the contrary, overhead with higher degree shows that the algorithm gets more cost in table 2. 
